UNIT 3

VOCABULARY

SKILLS WORK

FUNCTIONS

3.1

Lead-in activity

Reading

The history of solar
energy

Quiz

Timeline of the solar energy

To acquire a basic
knowledge about the solar
technology

Listening

To decide which statements
are true or false according
to the text in the first page
Identifying the parts of SI 2

3.2

Lead-in activity

Reading and writing

Solar Impulse

Answering the questions

A detailed information
related to technical datasheet
of SI 2

QUIZ

Listening
Dialogue ( understanding
specific information)
3.3

Lead-in activity

Reading and writing

The latest inventions
in solar energy

identifying the latest
inventions in solar
technology

Underline the unknown words
in the e-mail

Talking about professions

Description

The possible solutions for the
existing solar challenges
Task
Reply the e-mail written by
Ahmet

Find the appropriate titles
for each paragraph

Take a 10-quetion test to
understand better the
subject

In this unit, you will learn;





to look at closely to the ancient times and developments in this
technology area
to have more knowledge about a trend issue, a solar-powered airplane
to follow the latest technologies in the field of solar energy on a
country basis
write correctly symbols and measuring units of the parameters

 Timeline of solar-powered devices

UNIT 3.1
The History of Solar
Energy

 How does solar energy panel work?

1

Lead-in Activity: Try this quiz. Choose the correct answers.
Do you know any idea about these questions?
1
1

1

Ratotion of a fast CD-ROM?

A) 98,000 rpm

The speed of sound?

A) 746 km/h

The maximum speed on land?

A) 1228 km/h

b) 9800 rpm
b)1200 km/h

b)1228 mph

Km/h = kilometres per hour
(used by most countries)

Mph = miles per hour (used in
some countries, including the US
and UK)

m/s = metres per second
1

1

1

1

The maximum speed on water?

A) 154 m/s

b) 154 mph c) 154 km/s

rpm = revolutions per
The rotation of the Earth?

A)1000 mph (1609 km/h)

The Earth moving around the Sun?

b) 1000 km/h (621 mph)

A) 67,000 mph (107,825 km/h) b67,000 km/h (41,631 mph)

The average speed of the Solar Impulse 2? A) 70 km/h

b) 300 km/h

minute;

1 evolution = 1 rotation of 360˚

The milestones in the historical development of solar technology from 1767 to the present

2

1905
2015

1839

French scientist Edmond
Becquerel discovered the
photovoltaic effect while
experimenting with an
electrolytic cell made up
of two metal electrodes
placed in an electricity1767
conducting solution.

Horace-Benedict de Saussure,
Swiss scientist, invented the
world’s first solar energy
collector or hot box in 1767.

2014

Albert Einstein published
his paper on the
photoelectric effect and
the findings made him
win the Nobel Prize in
1921.

The Ivanpah project founded in
U.S.A. is the world’s largest
solar thermal plant. It officially
began commercial operations in
2013, in California’s Mojave
Desert.

1982
1954

Daryl Chapin, Calvin Fuller,
and Gerald Pearson developed
the silicon photovoltaic (PV)
cell at Bell Labs. Solar cells
were first used in Vanguard I
satellite, launched in 1958.

Australian Hans Tholstrup was
the first person who had the
chance to drive the first solarpowered car. That car
completed its first journey in
20 days between Sydney and
Perth.

The first Round-the-World
Solar Flight, powered only
by the sun, with no fuel or
polluting emissions. 40,000
km only powered by solar
energy from Abu Dubai,
departure and arrival Host
City, to Oman, India,
Myanmar, China, Japan,
U.S.A, back to Europe and
Abu Dubai.

3

Please make a suitable choice for each statement according to the timeline of solar energy above.
Key dates in the history of solar
energy

T
I.

Horace-Benedict de Saussure is considered the first person to build a
successful solar oven. Constructing the first known Western solar oven in
the late years of 18th century.

F

II.

Edmund is credited with the discovery of photovoltaic effect, the
operating principle of the solar cell, in 1839.

T
F

III.

The solar-powered car developed by Hans Tholstrup covered a long
distance between Sydney and Perth less than one week.

T
F
T

IV.

Solar Impulse 2 is a gasoline-powered and unmanned air vehicle
developed in Switzerland.

F

4

Read the text; How solar electric energy technology work?
(1) Solar Electric or PV modules convert sunlight to
electricity. The PV modules generate DC electricity - or
direct current - sending it to the inverter. (2) The inverter
transforms the DC power into AC electricity for ordinary
household needs. (3) Existing electrical panel distributes
solar electricity and utility power to (4) loads (appliances).
For systems with a battery backup (optional), the inverter
also regulates the charge of batteries. The electricity stored in
the batteries can be used at night or during blackouts.

A RESIDENTIAL GRID-CONNECTED PHOTOVOLTAIC SYSTEM
1. solar panels 2. inverter 3. breaker box 4. home power and appliances
5. meter 6. utility power grid.

A valuable feature of photovoltaic systems is the ability to
connect with the existing power grid which allows owners to
sell excessive electricity back to the utility with a plan
known as (5) Net Metering. At times when you are not
using all of the electricity produced by your system, your
meter will spin backwards selling the electricity back to the
(6) utility power grid at retail rate.

5

Put the words in the boxes into the correct order.

Inverter

Utility meter

Solar panels

Electrical panel

1. ………………………………
They are made up of photovoltaic (PV) cells, which convert sunlight into direct current (DC) electricity throughout the day.
2. ………………………………
This device converts the DC electricity generated by the solar panels into the alternating current (AC) electricity.
3. ……………………………..
The AC electricity is sent from the inverter to your electrical panel to power your lights and appliances with solar energy. It is often called a “breaker box”.
4. …………………………….
It measures your energy use. It actually goes backward when your system generates more power that you immediately need. This excess solar energy
offsets the energy you use at night.

6
Watch the video and write the terms next to the numbers and complete the missing text with your own sentences.
Solar panels collect the X-Rays coming from the sun and convert them into
electricity. ……………………………………………………………………...
………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………..
……………………………………………………………………..

7
Please, visit, http://www.e-vet.eu/ and enjoy the QUIZ regarding to the application of photovoltaics.

 The basics of Solar Impulse 2

UNIT 3.2
Solar Impulse

1

Lead-in activity:

Work in pairs. You are a TV reporter. Prepare questions about the Solar Impulse 2.

 Who said what?

2

Read the text quickly. Does the text answer any of your questions?

Unlike the first unmanned and solar-powered aircraft developed in the 1970s, in California, the Solar Impulse 2 was controlled by two Swiss pilots,
Borschberg and Bertrand Piccard along the whole journey –almost 42.000 km- around the world. It took off during its maiden flight from Payerne on June 2,
2014. Besides 512 flying hours in total, SI2 completed its duty flying over 4 continents, 2 oceans and 3 seas.
The total mass of Solar Impulse 2, the wingspan of which is 72 m, is lighter than most of the air vehicles. The lightweight carbon fibre aircraft weighs only 2.3
tonnes, about the same as a 4×4 and less than one percent of the weight of the A380. The average speed of the single-seater aircraft is about 70 km/h.
Solar Impulse 2, a solar-powered plane and a single-seater aircraft contains over 17.000 solar cells on its wings. During the day, the solar panels recharge the
lithium batteries allowing the plane to fly at night. Yet, the energy potential and percentage of these batteries depends on the temperature. Reaching to
Abu Dhabi, Solar Impulse 2 completed the final leg of the first solar-powered journey around the world. The plane, which set off from Abu Dhabi in March
2015, travelled 26,744 miles on its odyssey and ranked up 558 hours of flight time.
As to human being- environment relations, the Solar Impulse 2 has been the most eco-friendly airplane and almost all persons who are interested in solarpowered devices or not think that such kinds of initiatives are financed by the leading companies around the world.
3

Please complete this specification chart by looking at the text above.
SOLAR IMPULSE

BY THE NUMBERS

Total weight

……………………..

The date of first flight

…………………..

Wingspan

……………………..

The number of solar panels

…………………..

The average flying speed

…………………….

The number of pilot in cockpit

…………………..

4
Listening the lecture below and write the names to the blanks.
WHO SAID WHAT?

“You don’t get the chance to bail
out every day over the Atlantic
Ocean, so if it happens, you better
enjoy it!” ………… said on 6th of
July 2013.

Borschberg

Piccard

“ We want to share our vision of a
clean future,” ……………., 57,
who is chairman of Solar Impulse,
said of the mission.

For more info, please visit http://blog.solarimpulse.com/

“Climate change is a fantastic
opportunity to bring in the market new
green technologies that save energy,
save natural resources of our planet,
make profit, create jobs and sustain
growth,” said ………….

“This project is a human project, it is a
human challenge,” ……………….. said on
Sunday.

5

Please read the comments made by technology and SI2 lovers. Please, work in small groups and explain
your thoughts and ideas about Solar Impulse 2 to the class.

UNIT 3.3
The Latest in Solar
Technology

 Alternative solutions for non-renewable
energy sources
 Definition of Sola-Road

1

Lead-in activity; Watch this video and discuss it with your classmates. What are they talking
about?
2

Solar solutions for the challenges available right now

3

Match the pictures to the explanations below.

1. SolaRoad project was developed by a
consortium of partners in the Netherlands.
The road was designed to convert sunlight on
its surface into renewable power. The solar
power generated by the road can be used for
lighting and traffic signs. It is the world’s
first bike made from solar panels.

2. A German Solar architect, Rolf Disch, is
famous for the concept of plus-energy
houses. The power collecting-houses built in
Freiburg produce more energy than they
consume daily. Each house has a solar power
station and the solar cells placed onto the
roofs of the houses convert solar energy from
the sun into direct current electricity.

3. Photovoltaic SUDI shade is a mobile
station that generates energy for electric
vehicles using solar energy. With this
technology, it is possible for drivers to use
renewable energy for their vehicles.
Compared to the non-renewable energy
sources such as fuel oil, lpg, solar energy
will be rather too cheap and safe.

4

Think of the technology developed around the world once more and write back an e-mail to Ahmet.
Dear Ahmet,
In my country, we haven’t met such depressing challenges for a long time.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………….

please click the icon and watch the learners’ performance to get clues or support for your personal e-mail.

5

HOW DOES SOLAROAD WORK?
SolaRoad is new concept in generating power for a more sustainable and green world. The solar panels are mounted between two sheets of
tempered glass in a concrete housing. The solaRoad project started in Netherland, in 2009 to create a better place to live and benefit from the
sun’s limitless opportunities.

SOLAROAD

Part 1

Part 2

Part 3

Part 4

Sola Road consists of concrete panels with embedded thick crystalline silicon solar cells. Each panel has a distinctive function and specification.
The tempered glass in the top layer is mounted on the surface of the road and its function is to allow sunlight to reach the solar cells. The amount
of sunlight reflecting on the surface of the transparent part is in direct proportion to the possible energy potential absorbed in the layer of solar
cells. The more sunlight the top layer undergoes, the more energy it will release. The glass placed on the top of the 2.5 × 3.5m concrete modules
protects the inner parts from the external parts such as stones, the pressure of tyres.

6

Look at the parts of the SolaRoad table again and write the related part before the sentences
1. ………………. The glass placed on the top of the 2.5 × 3.5m concrete modules protects the inner parts from the external parts such as
stones, the pressure of tyres,
2. ………………. The tempered glass in the top layer is mounted on the surface of the road and its function is to allow sunlight to reach the
solar cells
3. ……………… The amount of sunlight reflecting on the surface of the transparent part is in direct proportion to the possible energy
potential absorbed in the layer of solar cells.
7

Task: through the search engines, try to collect as much information about “The Giant floating solar
panels in Japan” as you can at home.
And do not forget to get papers and photos related to this issue to be able to discuss in the class with your friends.

The responsible company :

Space covered:

The total budget of construction:

Completion date:

Country:

Production capacity:

Resources:
http://www.vivintsolar.com/how-it-works#solar-power
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iSpFM9eeyEk
https://pureenergies.com/us/how-solar-works/how-solar-panels-work/
https://www.solarimpulse.com
https://youtu.be/r2RYqJ-KjS0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h3pCCthFCqY (the latest in solar energy)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tXyZWnm7Dr0 (role play)

